The efficient detection of run-time violations of integrity constraints (or their avoidance in the first place) has not been satisfactorily addressed for the combination of object model and constraint definition language most widely accepted in industry, namely OMG's Essential MOF and Object Constraint Language (OCL). We identify the dimensions relevant to this problem, and classify existing proposals by their position in the solution space. After this comparative survey, we propose a solution for the efficient integrity checking of invariants expressed in OCL over the Essential MOF data model, and describe the software architecture of its implementation using object-relational mapping technology.
INTRODUCTION
Model-Driven Software Engineering (MDSE) encompasses traditional areas of both Language Design and Software Engineering (language definition and tooling, manipulation of programs and models, refinement of specifications into lower-level abstractions) following a unified conceptual and technical framework (metamodeling and declarative model transformations). By expressing a language definition as a metamodel, the information about abstract syntax and static semantics (including typing rules) becomes machineprocessable, enabling language-aware manipulation along a toolchain in a reusable, declarative manner. Metamodels are expressed in Essential MOF (EMOF) [1] (covering structural aspects), and are extended with constraints expressed in OCL [2] , to be evaluated over finite populations of instances. An OCL class invariant is a Boolean function over a database snapshot.
As MDSE techniques are applied to development processes of ever increasing complexity, additional demands are placed on the infrastructure supporting those processes. Software repositories [3] play a pivotal role in the management of software artifacts conforming to an EMOF data model, checking the integrity constraints given as OCL invariants. The task of runtime integrity checking has proven non-scalable if performed without regard for optimization techniques, yet many EMOF software repositories in use today do not adequately address this concern. Solving this industrially relevant problem requires identifying a calculus expressive enough to handle OCL yet tractable enough that optimizations of collection operations are feasible. Moreover, an empirical evaluation of the proposed approach should validate the findings before real-world deployment.
become possible, and correctness of their solutions can be examined. Efficient implementations are the next step. Before discussing a calculus that fulfills the above criteria, we elaborate on the alternative approach of directly anchoring the semantics of EMOF + OCL in terms of the Relational Data Model, turning OCL into a surface syntax. This would acknowledge the fact that results from the object-oriented and deductive database communities have become mainstream in SQL3 and are thus likely to be efficiently supported by conformant DBMSs. We see however some disadvantages with this approach:
• Pre-SQL3 relational formalisms do not fulfill the coverage criteria as defined above.
Queries involving aggregation or sort orders need be formulated as a mixture of relational algebra interspersed with control structures. Only those fragments bracketed between control structures are amenable to optimization.
• Post-SQL3 extended-relational formalisms strongly resemble the calculus adopted in our approach. Algorithms for incremental view maintenance based on these formalisms can thus serve as a foundation for our solution architecture.
• It is more efficient to manipulate query plans at the highest level of abstraction possible. Once optimized, object-level queries can be cast in terms of relational algebra thus opening the way for further potential optimizations.
• EMOF concepts cannot be mapped one-to-one to relational "counterparts", thus making a direct relational anchoring non-trivial in itself. For example, a relational view may contain the primary keys of its base relations, while each object in an object view has a globally unique object-ID.
CONSTRAINT LANGUAGE EXPRESSIVENESS AND ITS IMPACT ON THE RUNTIME COST OF INTEGRITY CHECKING
There is a mutual dependency between the expressiveness of a constraint language and the computational complexity of evaluating integrity constraints upon updates to database state. Three categories can be distinguished:
1. Design-time avoidance of integrity violations: By carefully limiting the expressive power of the data model and constraint language, it is possible to determine at database schema design time whether some ordering of update transactions may violate the integrity constraints. After this proof has been carried out (e.g. based on algorithm model-checking as shown by Lamport in [16] ) no run-time checks are needed. An example of this approach for a variant of the F-Logic language is presented in [17] . Actually there is still a run-time overhead in that each transaction is augmented with its generated weakest precondition. Those fragments of the precondition which cannot be proved to be implied by the database invariants have to be checked at runtime.
INCREMENTAL INTEGRITY CHECKING FOR OCL
2. Run-time integrity checking with efficient evaluation: For more expressive constraint languages, not all integrity checks can be skipped at runtime. Nevertheless, the evaluation of those remaining checks can be made more efficient than that for arbitrary formulas in first-order predicate logic (PSPACE-complete in the worstcase for finite object graphs [18] ). We aim at identifying the subset of OCL whose expressive power fits in this category. An algorithm for incremental view maintenance [19] optimizes integrity checking, as discussed in Sec. 5.
3. Run-time integrity checking with best-effort evaluation: For some specific combinations of database schemas and full-OCL invariants, custom checks are derived whose efficiency is comparable to that of category 2 above, sometimes using heuristics. For the remaining cases, large data sets have to be scanned. This approach is followed in [20] and [21] where the non-declarative subset of OCL is also adopted (including control structures and negation).
The chosen complexity of integrity checking (second item above) does not preclude ad-hoc queries from using full-OCL (and require full scans of entity extents in some cases). It seems questionable, however, for the formulation of an integrity constraint to require computational completeness, as the constraint is rendered non-declarative. Those constraints, if really needed, are best enforced by the business logic that manipulates the software repository, e.g. following Design-By-Contract [22] , as recommended by best practices evolved over the years for the architecture of multi-tier information systems.
Integrity enforcement comprises two runtime phases: (a) violation detection and (b) consistency restoration. For each OCL invariant, a view to hold the object-IDs of those instances not fulfilling it is defined (a denial view). At transaction commit time, all such views should be empty, otherwise a consistency restoration policy is to be applied (rollback, compensating action, or postponing consistency restoration altogether). Policies for consistency restoration are outside the scope of this article. Given that most transactions leave the majority of invariants unaffected, full recomputation of views after each update is impractical. Instead, incremental maintenance is preferred, a process comprising design and runtime activities:
1. At database design time, each view definition is mechanically analyzed to determine which update operations (when performed on certain data elements) affect the resultset .
2. For such events, actions are generated to react to them, taking as input the delta caused by the update and using it to bring the materialized view into an up-to-date state (a self-maintenance strategy as opposed to querying the base extents).
3. At runtime, the planned actions are executed upon being triggered by the updates being monitored, performing change propagation. 
EFFICIENT INTEGRITY CHECKING FOR ESSENTIAL MOF + OCL IN SOFTWARE REPOSITORIES
An efficient algorithm for incremental view maintenance in an EMOF + OCL context is not as concise as the above summary might suggest because:
• Update operations on an object model are richer than their relational counterpart, given the additional collection types available (lists, ordered sets, bags).
• Method overriding is an issue in that a subclass may redeclare a side-effects-free operation (an OCL defined one), with that operation being used in an invariant. Instances of the subtype should have the overriding definition evaluated in place of the overridden one.
• Updates may have side effects, which in turn may affect invariants. These side effects result from inverse relationships maintained automatically in EMOF between two entities (its closest counterpart in relational databases is referential integrity). For example, upon deleting an instance which is bidirectionally linked to another, this second instance will have its reference cleared.
A concrete realization of the above ideas, satisfying the complexity requirements introduced in Sec. 4, is provided by the MOVIE algorithm for incremental view maintenance [19] , explained in detail by its author in his PhD thesis [23] . A thorough performance evaluation [24] confirms its practical usefulness. The MOVIE algorithm is based on the translation of queries into the monoid calculus and their subsequent optimization, as discussed in [25] and [26] . The monoid calculus embodies the relational calculus, and has proven versatile enough to support both traditional as well as innovative optimizations. The software architecture of the proposed solution comprises:
1. The design time mapping of a model expressed in EMOF into a relational database schema (performed by a ready made component [27] ). Data manipulation occurs at runtime only as EMOF-level update operations that are intercepted and matched against event patterns derived by MOVIE from view definitions for invariants.
2. The design time translation of OCL invariants into monoid calculus expressions. The resulting event patterns (derived by MOVIE for runtime interception) correspond to EMOF-level update operations. The accompanying actions generated by MOVIE to effect view maintenance are also EMOF-level updates.
The data definition, manipulation, and query languages (DDL, DML, DQL) of our solution are: EMOF, EMOF-level update operations, and full-OCL. The (incrementally maintainable) constraint language is the subset of OCL translatable into monoid calculus, and moreover valid as input for MOVIE (as defined in Sec. 4.1.2.2 of [23] ). Although full-OCL is our standard DQL, nothing prevents the user from expressing read-only queries directly in SQL or in the ORM-level query language, JPQL [28] (Java Persistence Query Language, sometimes referred to as EJB3QL). Writing these "pass-through queries" in SQL requires knowledge of the mapping decisions encapsulated in item 1 above.
The barriers to efficient evaluation introduced by full-OCL are covered next, followed by an in-depth discussion of the translation of OCL into monoid calculus as a prerequisite to applying the MOVIE algorithm.
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JOURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY VOL 7, NO. 6 6 COMPUTATIONALLY COMPLETE CONSTRAINT LANGUAGE 6 COMPUTATIONALLY COMPLETE CONSTRAINT LANGUAGE Proposals using full-OCL for integrity constraints [20, 21] involve re-evaluating candidate broken invariants on a set of instances collected at runtime. The applied strategy consists in minimizing the amount of relevant instances, instead of avoiding re-computing subexpressions whose value has not changed (e.g., by caching their values). This is a major difference with incremental view maintenance. The essential aspects of the full-OCL approaches are illustrated with two examples, including the difficulties introduced by recursion. For a more detailed presentation see Sec. 4 in [21] .
A core aspect of [20] and [21] is the observation that for each data element on which an OCL invariant depends, it is possible to derive a navigation-based query in the direction from the data element back to the instance where the invariant is evaluated. On the wake of an update on some data element, these navigation paths lead to a set of instances relevant for re-evaluating the invariant in question. For example, in an scenario where Departments may have good and bad Employees (Figure 1(a) ), an integrity constraint may require the union of two sets (all bad employees and those good employees over forty) not to contain a hobbyist: Given a Department d, adding or removing employees (good or bad), as well as changing their hobby status may affect the invariant noHobbyst when evaluated for d. However, for this particular invariant, age updates are relevant only for good employees. This intuition is reflected in the reachability path shown as a tree in Figure 1 (b). Thanks to bidirectional associations, upon an update to a node in that tree, the fixed-length path to the root can be followed to find the Department instance (i.e., d) on which invariant noHobbyst should be re-evaluated at transaction-commit time.
Special care is required for recursive functions ranging over dynamic data structures, as illustrated by the forward-only list of Figure 2 . In that example, the invariant lastWagonHasLightsOn is fulfilled for a Wagon w in a train as long its last wagon has the lights on. In this case, a statically fixed back-navigation path will not achieve the desired result, as the required number of links to traverse changes at runtime. A conservative approach consists in re-evaluating recursive invariants for all instances of their contexts, VOL 7, NO. 6 JOURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY 107
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thus achieving completeness at the expense of efficient evaluation. It is not clear from [20, 21] how recursion over dynamic data structures is dealt with. 
TRANSLATION OF OCL INTO MONOID CALCULUS
Queries translated into the monoid calculus refer to the same object-oriented schema as their OCL counterparts. No schema mapping is needed because most EMOF constructs have a direct counterpart in the monoid calculus, with the following exceptions: (a) EMOF-level ordered sets (no duplicates, insertion order preserved) are represented as monoid lists; (b) EMOF dictionaries (Maps in Java) are represented as sets of (key, value) pairs, where pairs are monoid lists. Under these conventions, for the purposes of side-effect-free queries, the result of evaluating the monoid translation agrees with its original OCL formulation. For update purposes instead, these conventions would not be consistent, as for example monoid lists do not capture the semantics of EMOF ordered sets (which require membership testing before insertion). We do not claim to optimize updates, whose semantics are enforced by the ORM engine. The fact that the same data schema is shared by both OCL and monoid expressions makes possible to optimize the monoid formulation without the additional complication of data mapping. No schema changes are introduced during rewriting for optimization. Finally, the optimized version is semantics preserving with respect to its original formulation.
An internal node in the AST of an OCL class invariant stands for a function application, with each subnode providing actual arguments. Some OCL constructs (e.g. let v = ... in ...) add identifiers to the scope visible in subtrees. Such syntax can be removed by expanding definitions, thus achieving the shape of "function application only" mentioned before. This rewriting does not alter meaning as OCL has call-by-value evaluation semantics. Terminal nodes are not tagged with function applications but with any of: (a) a literal constant; (b) the predefined OCL variable self; (c) entity extents of the form ClassName.allInstances(). The variable self ranges over an entity extent, namely that for the class where the invariant was defined. Unlike UML, there are no class-scoped attributes or associations in EMOF. We assume furthermore that invocations of user-defined, non-recursive functions have been replaced with their definitions (this may involve substituting usages of formal arguments by their corresponding actual arguments). To account for late binding (choosing a function definition based on the actual type of a usage instead of its declared type) a potentially verbose case distinction is needed. This is no principle obstacle with whole-model analysis: all possible actual types are known at translation time and the actual type of an object can be queried with oclIsTypeOf(). After this preprocessing step, each internal node stands for the invocation of either an OCL predefined function or a user-defined (directly or indirectly) recursive function.
The Monoid Calculus
The monoid calculus provides a uniform notation for collections such as lists, bags and sets, based on the observation that the operations of set and bag union and list concatenation are monoid operations (that is, they are associative and have an identity element). Monoids for collection types are known as collection monoids. Operations like conjunctions and disjunctions on booleans and integer addition are instead primitive monoids. Borrowing notation from [25] , a monoid of type T is a pair (⊕, Z ⊕ ) where ⊕ is an associative function of type T × T → T and Z ⊕ is the left and right identity of ⊕. A monoid may be commutative (i.e., when ⊕ is commutative), idempotent (i.e., when ∀x : x ⊕ x = x), or both. For example, (+, 0) is a commutative and anti-idempotent monoid, while (∪, {}) is both commutative and idempotent.
An expression of the form ⊕ e | e 1 . . . e n is a comprehension over monoid ⊕. Unlike the prominent role granted in functional programming languages to list comprehensions, the notation above uniformly captures collection operations, whose kind is revealed by the outermost braces ([] for lists, {{ }} for bags, {} for sets). Each e i is a qualifier, which can either be a generator of the form v ← E, where v is a variable and E is a collectionvalued expression, or a filter p (a boolean valued predicate). Informally, each generator v ← E sequentially binds variable v to the elements of expression E's value, making it visible in successive qualifiers. A filter evaluating to true results in successive qualifiers (if any) being evaluated under the current bindings, otherwise 'backtracking' takes place. The head expression e is evaluated for those bindings that satisfy all the filters, and taken togethers these values constitute the resulting collection. For example, the following SQLlike nested query:
select distinct e(x) from ( select d(y) from E as y where q(y) ) as x where p(x)
Applying a function f to each element in a collection (map f xs in Haskell) is thus expressed as f (x) | x ← xs , while filter p xs becomes f (x) | x ← xs, p(x) . Comprehensions in turn are syntactic sugar for monoid homomorphisms, which express structural recursion on the collection constructor (++ for lists, ∪ for sets, for bags), as shown pictorially in Figure 3 [29] . For example, taking ⊗ to be max(x,y) = case x<y of true -> y | false -> x makes −∞; max C find the maximum of collection C.
Pictorially, ( |z;⊗ ) | is the spine transformer
and we can immediately see that we could have defined maximum ≡ ( |-∞;max ) |. When applied to lists, the operator ( | ) | is known as foldr or reduce, especially in the functional programming community. In more general collection programming settings,( | ) | is also known as sri (structural recursion on insert)
We can give an algebraic account of the nature of ( | ) |. Observe that ( |z;⊗ ) | is a solution to the equations below which effectively say that the unknown h is a homomorphism from monoid ([], ↑) to monoid (z, ⊗):
It can be shown-based on the fact that ([], ↑) is the term or initial algebra of lists built using these two constructors-that ( |z;⊗ ) | is the unique solution to these equations, completely determined by z and ⊗ [1.16] . Homomorphisms of initial algebras have been dubbed catamorphisms [1.17] and this is the terminology we will adopt.
Caveat: Equation (1.1b) suggests that operator ⊗ of the target algebra must not be completely arbitrary: ⊗ needs to have the same algebraic properties as ↑: associativity, left-commutativity (if ↑ :: 
Translation Rules
Transformations for languages with a number of syntactic constructs (such as OCL) take the form of LHS → RHS pattern-based substitutions, where each OCL construct is matched by only one LHS . The transformation algorithm can be shown to correctly preserve meaning if each rewrite transformation is proved meaning-preserving. This follows case by case from definitions (in the respective semantic domains of OCL and monoid calculus). The rewrite rules are terminating because they decrease the number of occurrences of OCL constructs available for matching, and are confluent given that the LHS s partition the set of shapes that OCL constructs may take (each OCL construct being matched by one rewrite rule). Translation operates bottom-up from the leaves of the AST. For each node all required information is available locally due to pre-processing: no lookup of the correct binding for an OCL variable is needed as no such usages are left except for self.
Regarding the possible OCL constructs, Figure 4 depicts the relevant fragment of the OCL metamodel [30] , i.e. the classes whose instances are nodes in an AST. As part of preprocessing, some constructs have been desugared (LetExp, VariableExp), while others do not appear in invariants (MessageExp). Occurrences of UnspecifiedValueExp, InvalidLiteralExp, and NullLiteralExp stand for the result of applying a partial function outside its domain. StateExp and TypeExp are functions that access instance-level data (the current state, given an associated statechart) and the actual type (which remains constant througout the lifetime of the instance, as EMOF lacks dynamic reclassification). Related to this, the boolean operation oclIsKindOf() reports whether a pair of types belongs to the transitive closure of the direct subtype relationship ≤ 1 of EMOF + OCL [4] .
OCL
Monoid calculus c->select( e | boolExpr(e) )
e | e ← c , boolExpr(e) c->reject( e | boolExpr(e) )
e | e ← c , boolExpr(e) = false c->exists( e | boolExpr(e) ) ∨{ boolExpr(e) | e ← c } c->forAll( e | boolExpr(e) ) ∧{ boolExpr(e) | e ← c } The iterator expressions (LoopExp) comprise non-recursive subcases ( Table 1) . The remaining subcases are first desugared to their iterate() form as defined in the OCL standard ( [30] , Sec. 11.9 and A.3.1.3). iterate() in turn can be expressed as a left-fold. To capture this primitive recursive function, the function composition monoid (•, λx.x) is needed [25] where the function composition, •, defined as ( f • g) x = f (g(x)), is associative but neither commutative nor idempotent. Even though the type of this monoid,
f (x, a n ))(z) which computes the left-fold f (. . . ( f ( f (z, a n ), a n−1 ), . . . . Actually, the OCL standard defines the semantics of all LoopExp in terms of iterate(), but as can be seen from Table 1 the additional expressive power is not necessary, and may complicate optimization by hiding properties that ⊗ may exhibit (commutativity, idempotence). In EMOF terminology, a structural feature is either (a) an instance field or association end; or (b) a method. Accessing the value of (a) is represented with PropertyCallExp. Invoking an (OCL-defined, side-effect free) method is represented with OperationCallExp. Therefore, occurrences of these constructs are translated as function application in monoid expressions. The sibling of PropertyCallExp (AssociationClassCallExp) is not relevant for EMOF, as class-scoped structural features are not allowed. The pending cases of OperationCallExp not translated so far comprise: (a) operations on the primitive types boolean, integer, real, and string; and (b) collection operations (not to be confused with iterator operations). The first group can be translated as-is given that all storage engines implement them natively. From the point of view of optimization, they are handled as black-boxes. Translation rules for collection operations appear in Tables 2 to 4 , classified by computational complexity, which is not apparent from the uniform OCL syntax.
The implementation of OCL AST transformations is discussed in [31] , including techniques such as the encapsulation of walker code, instantiation of type-parametric visitors with type substitutions, and tracking the input-output relationship between AST nodes along a chain of visitors.
OPTIMIZATIONS WITH MONOID CALCULUS
The invariant noHobbyst (Figure 1 in Sec. 6) is amenable to a basic optimization, pushing selections below joins (the predicate hasHobby = true appears only after building partial results, performing it earlier increases selectivity). The vast body of query optimization algorithms is not applicable to the surface syntax of OCL: the same concept can be expressed in so many different ways that ease of manipulation (Sec. 3) is impracticable.
We claim that query optimization is required for two purposes in an EMOF + OCL setting: (a) for ad-hoc queries, and (b) to optimize expressions obtained from OCL invariants before their maintenance plans are derived by MOVIE. The case for (a) should be evident. As for (b), the authors of [21] observe that invariant rewriting may disconcert users, who would be faced with integrity violation errors based on expressions they have c ⊕ m
same translation as for (c1->union(c2))-> excluding((c1->intersection(c2))) 
length(c))).fst Table 4 : Collection operations involving comprehensions of function composition never seen before. As a consequence, rewriting in general (and optimization in particular) is explicitly avoided. The usability concern in question can be addressed in that error messages can be produced by evaluating the original OCL invariant once it is known (by optimized evaluation) that it has been broken. Actually, re-evaluation is inherent to the approach in [21] , thus incurring no additional overhead.
The primitive operations supported by storage managers or query engines correspond to query algebra operators (semi-joins, selection supported by indexes, etc.) The monoid calculus takes advantage of this fact by offering a uniform framework for query translation, rewriting for optimization, and execution plan generation: query optimization can be made aware of the physical schema (table partitioning applied as part of ORM), saving I/O costs. To illustrate this kind of optimization, we show an end-to-end example of translation, optimization, and plan generation aware of physical schema, adapted to the EMOF + OCL setting from [26] . VOL 7, NO. 6 JOURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY 113
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Consider a database of Films and the actors appearing in them (recording in how many scenes, scenes), together with the films' directors, as shown in Figure 5 . Assuming that most queries access either actors or directors, it makes sense to vertically decompose the logical schema into four tables (see Figure 6 ). Clustering table columns that are frequently accessed together avoids unnecessary I/O, as its elements are stored physically contiguous. The OCL query below (in terms of the logical schema in Figure 5 ) returns the titles of Hitchcock-style films: the director appears as an actor in exactly one scene. Its translation as a monoid comprehension is as readable as the OCL version:
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Before optimization can start, the connection to the physical schema is established by replacing film by its definition in terms of the vertically decomposed tables, using the nest operator to reconstruct the owned collections of actors and directors for each film. With that, the monoid comprehension can be normalized: all variables ranging over collections (i.e., f , d, c) appear first followed by a predicate in conjunctive normal form.
This not yet optimized formulation has a direct counterpart in query algebra (Figure 7) , a tree of cartesian products. In principle, relational optimizations could start from there, thus guaranteeing that monoid-based optimizations do not end up in execution plans worse than relational optimization (e.g., exchanging two generators results in join reordering). The semijoin E 1 p E 2 is a join variant that delivers only those left operand objects having at least one join partner with respect to the join predicate p. Its implementation is efficient because as soon as a join partner is found for an E 1 object, then it is known to belong to the result and no further E 2 objects need be accessed. The monoid comprehension formulation allows detecting those access patterns that correspond to semijoins. In the example, after partial flattening of subqueries (not shown), the shaded subexpression in Figure 8 is one such case. The influence of the Object Query Language (OQL) defined in the 1990s by the Object Data Management Group (ODMG) cannot be understated, reaching to JPQL today. Trigoni [33] formalizes type inference for OQL queries. Additionally, algorithms are provided for applying two semantic optimization heuristics: constraint introduction and constraint elimination. These refined heuristics take into consideration association rules discovered with data mining, which are not as strong as integrity constraints (they may have exceptions in fact). Given that these "rules" statistically hold most of the time, it pays off to monitor their validity status at runtime. Unless they become invalid, they can be used during optimization to increase selectivity and to skip evaluations, thus improving performance. As with other heuristic techniques, safety measures are built in to prevent the cost of analysis to exceed optimization speed-up.
Ritter et. al. [10] also aim at integrity checking by translating OCL into a view definition language, this time SQL'92. However, no systematic performance analysis is made. The Dresden OCL Toolkit [34] compiles full-OCL into RDBMS stored procedures including control structures, thus compromising query optimization in the general case.
The optimization of object-based queries is not only relevant for the persistent case: naïve evaluation over instances in main-memory also results in unacceptable performance. A succint account of this problem and a heuristic solution for θ-joins in Java 5 appears in [35] . A recent book on the subject of database integrity is [36] . Most contributions focus on the relational case. The book [37] is devoted to view materialization. tween artifacts and documentation; and (c) deriving software metrics.
As usual, irrespective of whether an OCL-based view is tagged for incremental or batch evaluation, it makes for concise composite queries. Materialized views naturally support OCL's derive statement, which is used to specify values for attributes or association ends. Looking into the future, the proposed infrastructure can serve as a basis for supporting ECA and versioning functionality through extensions to the OCL language.
